INVENTORY

Items take up slots equal to their load. If burdensome, they must go in a BURDENED slot.

CARRIED (in your hands)
__________________________
__________________________

GEAR (0-load items)

MY GENDER □male □female □ambiguous □transgressing
I AM… □barely full-grown □in my prime □showing my years □a grizzled vet
WITH EYES THAT… □have seen too much □never flinch □smolder □take it all in □still see the good in people
MY SKIN IS… □bronzed □chestnut □coppery □ebony □olive □pale □ruddy □sunburnt □swarthy □tawny

WORN (on your torso, more or less)

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________ ENCUMBERED
__________________________ ENCUMBERED
__________________________ BURDENED*
__________________________ BURDENED*

BONDS
Write a bond with each PC, plus 2 NPCs from your backstory.
Use one of these example bonds or make up your own.
- ___ needs my protection. I’ve given my word to provide it.
- ___ and I are on a mission together. But I trust them not.
- I trust ___ . I’d follow them to hell and back.
- ___ and I were once a couple. It’s awkward now.
- ___ once saved my life. I’ll die before I let them down.
- [An experience with, opinion of, or statement of fact about
___]. [Your intent towards and/or feelings about them.]

I AM CALLED: ____________________________________

Given name: choose a normal name, but add/remove/change a letter or two.
e.g. Aeric, Jaq, Pitr, Noh, Deniel, Siniago, Khaliz, Fehla, Serra, Cluira, Oliphia, Sathrine, Amña, Fahima, Sefia, Tihwa

True names have power, so you might want to make up an alias (as above), a moniker (e.g. Ironhands), or both.

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________ ENCUMBERED

PACK (if you have one; takes time to retrieve)

MY TRUE NAME IS: ________________________________

Surname: a noun, job, punchy adjective, or translation thereof. Maybe change some letters or add prefix/suffix.
e.g. Walnut, Tanner, Sharp, Tempête, Birakha, Stoan, Smythe, Harsch, de Martillo, ir Gwynt, van Klif, McClochir

HANDY (can be drawn/retrieved quickly)

__________________________
__________________________ ENCUMBERED
__________________________ ENCUMBERED
__________________________ BURDENED*

THE WARRIOR

AND MY HAIR IS… □elaborately styled □gone □roughly shorn □square cut □tied back & out of the way □wild & all over

WEALTH

I MOVE… □as if dancing □like a whipping stick □like a wolf □with arrogant swagger □without a single wasted motion

BACKSTORY You are…(pick 1)
OTHER RESOURCES (not carried)

*If any of these are filled, mark the BURDENED condition.

ADVANCEMENTS
To mark a new advancement, spend XP equal to 10 +
your current number of advancements. Mark each
when you take it; you can’t take the same one twice.
Each time you mark an advancement, you can rewrite
one of your traits.
□ +1 to any stat and gain an extra trait for that stat
□ +1 to any stat and gain an extra trait for that stat
□ +1 to any stat and gain an extra trait for that stat
□ Draw in an extra ROUGHED UP box
□ Take an extra KEY
□ Take another WARRIOR MOVE
□ Take another WARRIOR MOVE
□ Take a move from another playbook
□ Take a move from another playbook
□ Gain a RETINUE and pull rank
After your 5th advance, you can also choose these:
□ Retire to safety
□ Create a second character & play that one too
□ Change playbooks
□ Gain a DESTINY move

XP:

□ NOT FROM AROUND HERE: start with 1d6-1 Wealth, 1d6 Supplies, a backpack, a belt & pouches, and a roadstained travelling cloak.
Choose your armaments: (pick 4)
□light armor, well-suited for travelling
□a shield, emblazoned with foreign heraldry
□a trained warhorse, saddle & longspear

□a sword, mace, or axe, sturdy but nothing fancy
□heavy armor, conspicuously well-used
□2 vials of antitoxin and a potion of vitality
□a bow or crossbow (& quiver), a bunch of dirks, or spears (2)

What have you carried all this way? (pick 1)
□a grant of land, payment for your military service
□a memento of one whose love you hold dear

□a badge of your authority, bestowed by a distant power
□a map to a place of legend few believe exists
□the faces of your betrayers, etched in memory

Also, you have… (pick 1)
□someone (or something) scary on your trail

□a dangerous mission to perform
□arrived with a band of miscreants whom you trust not a bit

□ A LOCAL FIXTURE: Start with 2d6 Wealth, a satchel, and 1d6 Supplies on hand.
Choose your armaments: (pick 4)
□a shield with the device of your family or station
□light armor, worn casually
□heavy armor, scrupulously maintained

□a sword, mace, or axe, always at your side
□a longbow or heavy crossbow (& quiver), well-maintained
□a great axe, maul, or greatsword proudly displayed at home
□a longspear, polearm, or flail, for when the occasion calls for it

Your dwell... (pick 1)
□in a small cottage, nothing fancy but all your own
□with family, until your can support yourself
□in town, with low rent in consideration of services rendered
□in a modest estate, new or in your family for ages □it spacious accommodations, on par with your station
Your obligations include... (pick 2-4)
□a debt to be repaid
□a dangerous job to do

□a family to support
□a secret to keep buried
□a patron to serve

□a reputation to uphold
□a wedding to pay for
□approval to earn

□

LAYING LOW: start with 1d6 Wealth, a satchel,1d6 Supplies on hand, and your choice of inconspicuous weapons: a
dagger, a staff, a club or cudgel, a bow & quiver if you want.
Choose your armaments, finely made but kept out of sight: (pick 2)
□a sword, mace, or axe
□a longbow or heavy crossbow (& quiver)
□a great axe, maul, or greatsword
□a shield, the implications of its device plain to anyone
□light armor that once saw a lot of action
□heavy armor, easily recognized
What else are you hiding? (pick 1)
□a secret that could topple kingdoms
□a relic of a forgotten age

□a small fortune (2d6+10 Wealth), buried somewhere safe
□a child with a price on their head, not your blood but good as
□a past full of glory, bloodshed, and shame

And who, exactly, is looking for you? (pick 2-3):
□the kin of someone you killed
□a scholar collecting your tale

□the agent(s) of some petty tyrant □a cult of fanatics & zealots
□old allies in desperate need
□an enemy bent on revenge
□a fan who still believes in you
□a bounty hunter with a lead

STATS (start with Dangerous □□, Physical □, and Steady □; add 2 more □s as you see fit)
Mark a stat box to...

CLEVER

□□□

DANGEROUS

□□□

TRAITS (pick 1 trait per box in each stat)

INFLICT HARM

...or ask one of these questions and
take +1 forward to act on the answer.

Mark a trait to add +1 to a relevant roll, but only if everyone
at the table agrees the trait applies.

- Observe
- Overcome by puzzling it out
- Pursue by following their trail
- Get answers via research or recall

- what here is out of place?
- what here is useful/valuable to me?
- what’s about to happen?

__________________________

When you inflict harm, roll 3d6. If you inflicted harm...
- With a sturdy weapon, take the best die
- Unarmed or with a makeshift weapon, take the
middle die
- Via magic or the like, take the worst die

- Manipulate with threats of violence
- Assault
- Fight

- who or what is the biggest threat?
- how is ___ vulnerable?

...add +1 to a one of these moves...

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________

PHYSICAL

□□□

SOCIAL

□□□

STEADY

□□□

- Evade a physical threat
- Resist an assault on your body
- Overcome a physical obstacle
- Pursue by chasing them down

- where is ___ relative to me?
- what’s the best way in/out/around/
through?

- Observe people or groups
- Manipulate via persuasion or guile
- Evade inquiry or suspicion
- Get Answers by asking around

- what does ___ want?
- what is ___ really feeling?
- who’s really in control here?

- Assault with an aimed weapon
- Resist
- Overcome a condition or spell
- Take a Risk

- what just happened here?
- what (else) should I be on the
lookout for?

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________

WARRIOR MOVES (you get Formidable, plus 2 Warrior moves or 1 Warrior and 1 Background move)

□ FORMIDABLE - You get +1 ongoing to Fight in physical combat.
□ DEATH BY TEACUP - When you Inflict Harm unarmed or with a makeshift weapon, pick the best die (not the middle).
□ HOLD YOUR GROUND - When you dig in to hold an area, mark Steady to hold 3 resolve. Spend resolve in lieu of
marking a stat or trait as long as you maintain your position.

□ METTLE - When you Resist and you’re braced for it, add +2 (instead of +1) and treat a miss as a 7-9.
□ NO ONE LEFT BEHIND - You never need to Push Yourself to help or protect an ally.
□ NOT AS BAD AS IT LOOKED - When you Catch Your Breath, also clear 1 roughed up box.
□ OH NO YOU DON’T - While you have a foe engaged in battle, they can’t break off or attack another else unless allow it.
□ SUPERIOR - When you roll 12+ to Fight, pick 3 options, one of which can be: -Impress, dismay, or frighten your foes.
□ VETERAN INSTINCTS - When a fight starts, ask the GM an Observe question from any stat for free. Take +1 forward to
act on the answer.

□ WE HAPPY FEW - When you (or a group you lead) are outnumbered, inflict +1 harm.
□ ___________________
□ ___________________

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Alert, Always Plans Ahead,
Cunning, Ready for Anything,
Sharp Senses, Smart than I
Look, Suspicious, Tactical,
Unpredictable, Vigilant, Well
Educated, World Weary

Bloodthirsty, Drills Constantly,
Eye for Weakness, Expert
Swordsman, Fearless, Killer
Instincts, Looks Right Through
You, No Hesitation, Powerful,
Quick, Scary, Trained by the
Best, Veteran, ___-Slayer

Agile, Athletic, Built Like a
Brick Wall, Broad-Shouldered,
Graceful, Huge, Iron Grip,
Muscular, Quick, Tall & Lean,
Tireless, Toned Physique,
Strong for My Size, Wiry

Cleans up Well, Chivalrous,
Commanding, Damn Sexy,
Earthy Charm, Magnetic,
Outgoing, Passionate,
Piercing Eyes, Polite, Stylish,
Rugged Good Looks

Bold, Brave, Daring, Death
Wish, Determined, Detached,
Disciplined, Focused,
High Pain Threshold,
Inured to Horror, Level-headed,
Unflinching, Unstoppable

KEYS

(pick 2)
The first time you hit a key in a scene, mark 1 XP or
unmark one □ from a stat or trait.

□ AUTHORITY - an NPC acknowledges you as in charge
□ GLORY - ensure that your name and deeds are known
□ GUARDIAN - defend an innocent from harm
□ HONOR - fulfill a promise to an NPC
□ LOYALTY - stand up or make excuses for your comrades
□ PEACE - prevent violence or end it peaceably
□ PRIDE - refuse an order or request that’s beneath you
□ VICTORY - defeat a worthy foe in single combat
□ ___________________________________________
□ ___________________________________________

HARM & CONDITIONS
When you suffer harm, the GM tells you
how much and describes it, along with the
effects of any tags (e.g. forceful). Subtract
your Armor, if any.

ARMOR

You can reduce the harm by 1 by picking one of
these. If you want, you can ask the GM to pick one as
well.
- Lose your footing or position
- Lose your grip
- Something on your person breaks
- You're out of it for a moment
- Tap Steady or a fitting quality
- Mark a condition (other than burdened):

MISERABLE
CONFUSED
EXHAUSTED

□
□
□

□
□
BURDENED □
FURIOUS
SCARED

Whatever harm is left, mark that number of boxes:

□□□
□
□
□

ROUGHED UP
OUT OF THE ACTION
WOUNDED*
MAIMED*
DYING*
DEAD

□
□

.
.

* Describe the injury below with a □ next to it. Mark
the box when it’s stabilized, cross it off when it heals.

